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Innovations in 
robotic surgery 
Growing program improves patient 
safety and experience
When someone’s suddenly faced with a life-
threatening illness, they can experience a 
rollercoaster ride of emotions, reflects Scott Lewis 
of Watertown. “You go on trust,” he says. For he 
and his wife, Marianne, both very experienced 
RNs, knowing Scott was in the best of hands with 
Newton-Wellesley Hospital’s Robotic Surgery 
Program “eased our minds.” 

Earlier this fall, Scott had been at work on 
an overnight nursing shift when he started 
bleeding heavily. Rushed to the NWH Emergency 
Department, he ended up almost immediately in 
an operating room for a colonoscopy that revealed 
an adenocarcinoma. He applauds Dr. Benjamin 
Levitsky, the initial GI surgeon, for both his skills 
and his ability to reassure and instill trust that 
night. When Dr. Todd Francone, Chief of Colorectal 
Surgery and Director of Robotic Surgery, met them 
in the hospital to lay out a plan going forward, they 
appreciated his own very personal manner and 
attentive follow-up. 

Reflecting on his care and progress after elective 
colorectal surgery, Scott and Marianne recount 
many of the benefits—including less pain and 
quicker healing and recovery—that have made 
robotic surgery increasingly in demand and a 
rapidly expanding part of Newton-Wellesley’s 
offerings. 

The highly collaborative core team includes, pictured 
left to right, Robin Marie Beard, CSFA, Robotic Program 
Coordinator, Todd Francone, MD, Chief of Colorectal 
Surgery and Director of Robotic Surgery, and Sara 
Laliberte, PA-C, Lead Robotic Physician Assistant.

At the center of NWH’s innovative program is 
the highly collaborative team of Todd Francone, 
MD, Sara Laliberte, PA-C, Lead Robotic Physician 
Assistant, and Robin Beard, CSFA, Robotic 
Program Coordinator. The demand for use of the 
robot by surgeons from Newton-Wellesley as well 
as from Massachusetts General Hospital has 
spurred plans to add a second robot in spring 
2022. 

After Scott’s own experience, “I wouldn’t go to any 
other hospital for this,” he adds emphatically.
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Robotic surgery
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Better outcomes, increasing demand

In March 2018, Dr. Francone conducted the very 
first robotic surgery at Newton-Wellesley with the 
brand-new da Vinci XI robot. From that fledgling 
start, demand has grown “through the roof,” Robin 
notes. 
 
From a patient perspective, robotic surgery 
leads to better clinical outcomes across many 
dimensions. During a procedure, the enhanced 
visualization and precision of robotic technology 
improves patient safety. 
 
With smaller incisions, patients endure lower 
rates of infection and blood loss. They experience 
less pain—and have less need for stronger pain 
medications. Fewer complications typically 
mean shorter lengths of stays. As the robotics 
teammates explain, patients ultimately enjoy 
quicker recoveries and return to work and life 
activities more quickly. 
 
All those factors translate not only to better 
patient experiences but also lower costs. From 
Dr. Francone’s perspective, the program has had 
one of the biggest impacts on pushing innovation 
at the hospital. “When we brought robotic surgery 
here, it was a huge culture change,” he notes. In 
turn, “Newton-Wellesley has embraced it.”   
 
Robin echoes his point. She’d been at NWH for a 
decade when the program was in the early stages 
of development in 2018, and she jumped at the 
new opportunity to be part of it. She looks back on 
it as “super exciting new technology.” In her mind, 
“it brought the hospital into the future, and we 
never went home at day’s end without feeling we 
did something excitingly important.” 
 
Sara Laliberte joined the team in 2018 and “helped 
them hit the ground running.“ She brought with her 
nearly 10 years of experience in the field, having 
been drawn to robotics right from her first job out 
of school as a Physician Assistant. 

By October 2019, after beginning with a focus on 
colorectal surgery, the program had diversified 
to cover multiple service lines. With this broader 
scope, it now provides surgery for patients across 
several areas, including: minimally invasive 
colorectal surgery, urology, gynecology, oncology, 
bariatrics, general surgery, and thoracic surgery. 
 
By early 2020, the initial da Vinci robot had already 
reached capacity, running five days a week. During 
the pandemic, robotic surgeries only paused for 
a week, and increased by 39 percent over the 
previous year. The team anticipates that a second 
robot has the potential to spur even more demand.  
 
Increasing complexity of cases

NWH’s capacity to handle more complex cases 
has broadened the mix of procedures being done. 
The cases go beyond the capabilities of most 
community hospitals, Dr. Francone notes.  
 
The hospital has invested heavily in its surgical 
and high-acuity capabilities, which in turn has 
supported this dimension of the program’s growth. 
Key investments include life-saving equipment as 
well as increased staffing and ongoing training.

“When we brought 
robotic surgery 
here, it was a huge 
culture change. 
Newton-Wellesley 
has embraced it.”

– Todd Francone, MD, Chief of Colorectal 
Surgery and Director of Robotic Surgery
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Having been part of more than 4,000 robotic surgeries, 
Sara Laliberte, PA-C, exemplifies the experience that 
the team brings to their work.

“We’re now seeing many cases that would have 
forced people to go downtown in the past,” Sara 
notes. For patients and families, “that’s huge.” 
 
Cases range from nephrectomies to more invasive 
gastric bypass procedures to lung resections to 
prostatectomies. In some instances, surgeries that 
only took place a few times a year now may occur 
three to four times in a week, the teammates add. 
 
In Scott Lewis’ case, his cancer had necessitated 
a complex procedure to remove a section of his 
rectum and reattach it to the descending colon. 
Both longtime registered nurses, Scott and 
Marianne knew post-surgical infections are often 
“everybody’s biggest fear.” 
 
In the past, procedures to make these kinds of 
surgical repairs had been very invasive, with all 
of the inherent risks. They both valued how the 
robotic resection performed by Dr. Francone 
lessened those concerns. 

As Scott says, “you’re going to have good days and 
bad days until you’re fully recovered,” yet a month 
out from his procedure, he’s astounded by what the 
surgery itself has meant to his healing process.

 
Attracting and retaining physicians

When it comes to robotic surgery, Dr. Francone 
describes himself as an “early adopter.” He realized 
its benefits in the first years within the field of 
colorectal surgery. He was recruited to Newton-
Wellesley in large part with the goal of building an 
elite robotics program. Today, “I have an amazing 
team that makes the program what it is.”  
 
For Sara, it’s also a huge draw as a physician 
assistant and something she’s become passionate 
about. She values her role in being able to help 
offer patients a less invasive option. With the 
increasing scope and complexity of cases, the 
team often faces something new every day. 
 
Beyond what the program means to patient 
care, it also strengthens physician retention 
and recruitment for the hospital, suggests Dr. 
Francone. To him, it’s a key to attracting new talent. 
In fact, many physicians are requiring access to a 
robot as part of their contracts.  
 
Now, when surgeons have the opportunity to 
perform their first da Vinci robotic surgeries here 
at NWH, they see it as a significant milestone in 
their own careers. Proudly, they’ll take a photo with 
their robotic team to capture this special moment 
in time. 
 
As Dr. Francone explains, the Robotic Surgery 
Program also aligns with the broader system goals 
of Mass General Brigham, including its pillars of 
innovation and value-based healthcare. As part 
of evolving system strategy, Newton-Wellesley 
expects to see more surgical cases ahead as 
the system counts on the expertise within its 
community hospitals for a broader range of cases.



Robotic surgery
(continued)

For patients, “it’s meant advanced surgical care in 
their community,” adds Dr. Francone. Importantly, 
“we’ve shown we can do this and do it well.” 
 
While it’s kept patients closer to home, it’s brought 
physicians out from the city. The program has 
experienced high demand for MGH surgeons to 
come to Newton-Wellesley to perform robotic 
surgeries, solidifying the links between the two 
hospitals. In this and other ways, Dr. Francone 
sees it acting as a role model for other hospital 
programs to be working within the wider Mass 
General Brigham system.

 
“So much care and compassion”

For Scott and Marianne Lewis, their own 
experience also speaks to what sets Newton-
Wellesley apart.  
 
From the first time he spoke with Dr. Francone, 
“I had great confidence in him,” he says. He 
remembers how the surgeon took out a pen and 
drew a diagram of exactly what the procedure 
would entail. Even though Scott and Marianne 

were both RNs and astute about healthcare, “Dr. 
Francone brought it down to layman’s terms.”  
 
What still impresses Marianne is how quickly 
everything came together. “Everyone on the team 
showed so much care and compassion.”  
 
Scott, for one, believes robotic surgery will become 
more and more common. 
 
Physicians aren’t the only ones pushing demand. 
Consumers are more educated and are asking for 
robotic surgery. The NWH team sees this as soon 
becoming the norm. 
 
They also are striving to be seen by the 
community as a provider of choice. Dr. Francone 
envisions Newton-Wellesley being even more 
widely recognized for investing in state-of-the-
art technology and minimally invasive options. 
As techniques and technology become more 
advanced, “I see Newton-Wellesley as becoming 
one of the core centers for robotic surgery,” he 
adds.  
 
“We have the potential to be leaders in the field,” Dr. 
Francone believes. “That’s where we should be.” 

“I see Newton-
Wellesley as becoming 
one of the core centers 
for robotic surgery. 
We have the potential 
to be leaders in the 
field. That’s where we 
should be.”

– Todd Francone, MD, Chief of Colorectal 
Surgery and Director of Robotic Surgery

An “early adopter” of robotic surgery, Dr. Todd 
Francone values the enhanced visualization and 
precision that the technology enables. 



Opening students’ 
eyes to healthcare 
careers
Summer internship for Waltham youth 
exemplifies community partnerships

Waltham High School senior Bill Ssewanyana 
dreams of one day becoming a neurologist. This 
summer’s internship program through Newton-
Wellesley Hospital and the Waltham Partnership 
for Youth (WPY) made it seem a step closer to 
reality. 
 
After emigrating from Uganda in 2020, Bill admits 
that adjusting to a new country and school 
without any immediate family wasn’t easy. But he 
overcame the challenges with help from teachers, 
counselors, and a wide community of support, 
including the WPY.  
 
Now a straight-A student and proud inductee into 
his school’s National Honor Society, he gratefully 
spoke about the lessons of his Newton-Wellesley 
summer at a WPY event in August. As he phrased 
it, the experience helped him to see how “believing 
in our inner ability and potential are key to 
achieving success.” 
 
For 18 curious and motivated students from 
Waltham High School, this year’s Newton-Wellesley 
summer internship program offered “an entire 
mini-course in careers in healthcare, brought 
to them live by those doing it,” reflects Jaime 
McAllister-Grande, EdM, WPY’s Career Exploration 
and Training Program Coordinator. 
 
Now in its fourth year, the NWH program has 
continually grown in its impact, despite the 
challenges of COVID-19 and pivoting to a virtual 
model. From her perspective, Jaime describes the 
ongoing collaboration between the hospital and 
community-based nonprofit as a “tour de force.”  
 
One of her vivid memories of this past summer 
was seeing the interaction between the interns 
and Errol Norwitz, MD, the hospital’s President and 

CEO, when they met on campus. As he fielded their 
questions, she sensed that they felt listened to. “It 
was a very validating experience,” she says.

For the summer interns, weekly career sessions 
offered by Newton-Wellesley are part of what 
makes its program unique. “It gives students a 
much deeper understanding of the universe of 
the hospital,” says Kaytie Dowcett, EdM, MPP, 
Executive Director of WPY and a member of the 
hospital’s Board of Trustees.

 
Seeing careers within reach
She describes the sessions as “eye-opening.” 
From talking with interns, she’s heard how much 
it’s “exploded their notions of what’s out there for 
them.” Importantly, “things that seemed out of 
reach begin to seem possible,” she explains, “and 
they begin to see themselves in these roles.” 
 
This past summer’s sessions introduced them 
to more than a dozen different potential careers 
within a hospital setting. Interns learned from 
panels of NWH staff about the paths and passions 
that have led them to working in roles ranging from 
maternity nurse to physician assistant to surgical 
technologist. Other sessions gave them a glimpse 
of specialties such as child and adolescent 
psychology and robotic surgery.  

(continued)

WPY’s Jaime McAllister-Grande and Kaytie Dowcett 
value Newton-Wellesley as one of their most 
committed community partners. 



As a special feature, each intern enrolled in one 
of two summer courses offered through Lasell 
University, the hospital’s higher education partner. 
They had a choice of either Health Psychology 
or Foundations in the Health Professions, which 
included online classes plus independent work. 
Moreover, two alumni of the summer internship 
program served as teaching assistants, helping 
peers navigate assignments and conducting group 
study sessions. 
 
Newton-Wellesley considered interns’ Lasell 
course work as part of their paid time. To Kaytie, 
it sent a powerful message to students thinking 
about college: “Let’s get you ahead of the game 
and give you a step up.”

 
Improving community health
Since WPY established the summer program in 
2017, it has expanded to include nearly 20 different 
employers now offering summer internships for 
more than 100 Waltham students. For the past 
three years, Newton-Wellesley has been its largest 
partner.  
 
The summer program has become a signature 
program of the Workforce Development Council, 

Healthcare careers
(continued)
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Summer interns Dharmik Ghandi, Tracy Das, and Bill Ssewanyana, pictured at center, left to right, enjoy a demonstration 
of medical techniques on the lifelike computerized manikins in the Shipley Medical Simulation Center by simulation 
tech Marissa Troy, RN, and nurse educator Katie Eckstein, RN.

one of the eight strategic, volunteer-led councils 
of the hospital’s Community Collaborative. The 
council promotes the hospital as a career center 
and a conduit to expose underserved students 
to the wide variety of opportunities within the 
healthcare field. 
 
From early on, the hospital committed to the 
internship program and WPY very explicitly and at 
a high level. “Newton-Wellesley is always looking 
to engage and support the program from multiple 
dimensions,” Kaytie reflects. “We both have an 
organic interest in improving the health of our 
communities.”  
 
In her own agency’s work, she’s come to see 
Newton-Wellesley staff as part of her close circle 
of community collaborators, including Lauren Lele, 
MPA, CAVS, Director, Community Benefits and 
Volunteer Services. 
 
“Caring for our community is living the Newton-
Wellesley mission,” Lauren explains. “It is at the 
core of who we are as a community hospital.” 
Providing context, she notes that the work of 
each of the Collaborative’s councils addresses 
the hospital’s mandate to assess and respond to 
unmet community health needs within its service 



area. In public health terms, both employment and 
education fall under the priority needs of social 
determinants of health. 
 
From a community benefits perspective, the 
internship program is a “win-win-win”—providing 
work-based learning for students, developing the 
workforce for employers, and strengthening the 
local economy within communities. 
 
As Kaytie phrases it, “a highly employed 
community means a healthier community.”

 
Believing in yourself 
 
What is the most surprising thing the interns 
learned this summer? In their own words, “there is 
a career for everyone in medicine.” “Every single 
role in the hospital is very important and you can 
find something in healthcare that resonates with 
you.” “Paths to medical and healthcare jobs are 
not always linear and direct.” No matter what role 
someone has, “I learned that even the smallest 
acts of kindness can make someone’s day!” 
 
In weekly virtual panels, Bill Ssewanyana 
appreciated learning about “the academic 
requirements, motivation, and determination it 

Healthcare careers
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“Caring for our 
community is living 
the Newton-Wellesley 
mission. It is at the 
core of who we are as 
a community hospital.”

– Lauren Lele, Director,  
Community Benefits and Volunteer Services

takes to work in the healthcare field,” he says. 
Especially given his own career dreams, “I found 
these sessions very informative and inspirational.” 
When the interns had a chance at the end of 
the program to come into the hospital, it made 
it even more real for him. He valued seeing 
nurses demonstrate medical techniques in crisis 
situations on the lifelike computerized manikins in 
the Shipley Medical Simulation Center.  
 

Taking a Health 
Psychology 
course at Lasell 
as part of the 
internship 
pushed Bill 
to think more 
broadly about 
the power of 
believing in 
yourself. In his 
WPY reflection, 
he recounted 
his fascination 
with the Placebo 
Effect and what 
it tells us about 
“using our 
mind and inner 

potential within our bodies to feel better and do 
better.” At the start of the course, he felt nervous 
about how he’d perform after not having taken any 
science classes in two years. Undaunted, “I told 
myself that I could do it regardless of the class’ 
difficulty, and I ended up engaging more in the 
class.” The result? An A and full credit. 
 
Jaime loves seeing how the interns draw strength 
and inspiration from each other’s successes. 
“Being part of a large cohort, you have this team 
that’s there for you,” she says. “You can support 
and push each other.” 
 
The WPY and NWH teams are already planning for 
summer 2022, and excited for the program’s—and 
their interns’—future.

The summer internship 
program fueled Bill 
Ssewanyana’s dreams of a 
medical career. It helped the 
Waltham High School senior 
see that “believing in our 
inner ability and potential are 
key to achieving success.”



Taking care of those who take care of us
Devoted supporters take on leading roles on Board of Advisors

Josh Levy and Emily Neill bring a deep sense of 
personal gratitude and community-mindedness to their 
new roles as cochairs of Newton-Wellesley Hospital’s 
Board of Advisors.

Along with sharing a new leadership role, Emily 
Neill and Josh Levy share a common view of 
volunteerism: the more you put into it, the more 
you get out of it.  
 
Since starting as cochairs of Newton-Wellesley 
Hospital’s Board of Advisors (BOA) this September, 
the two leaders are already giving their all.   
 
Emily and Josh—like the BOA itself—exemplify the 
active community support that Newton-Wellesley 
has historically enjoyed. Both are also leaders 
within their professional spheres. A 30-year veteran 
of both the nonprofit and corporate worlds, Emily is 
Senior Managing Director for Robert Half Executive 
Search, and Josh is Co-founding Principal of 
Waterstone Properties Group, the second-largest 
retail developer in New England.

Neither can imagine a better institution to which to 
devote themselves. In a word, Newton-Wellesley 
is “irreplaceable,” says Emily. Josh couldn’t agree 
more, adding that “I feel very lucky to help.” 

 
Our hospital 
 
As South Natick residents, Emily and her family see 
NWH as “our hospital.” Her husband and both of 
their teenage children were born here. Personally, 
“I have a vested interest in wanting to see the 
hospital thrive,” she says. As much as it means to 
her own family, she also deeply values what the 
hospital means to the surrounding communities. 
 
Similarly, “we’re big fans of Newton-Wellesley 
as a family,” Josh adds. He and his wife live in 
Westwood with their young son, born in 2019 at the 
hospital, and eagerly anticipate welcoming their 
second child this winter.  
 
They’ve found here “an incredible team of engaged, 
committed people.” In every interaction with staff, 
he senses that “it’s so much more than a job to 
them.”  

Emily echoes his point. In her own family’s 
experience, the staff are “warm, caring, and 
passionate,” she reflects. “It feels like you’re 
welcomed into your own home.” 

 
Ambassadors and advocates

“The care that’s being delivered here is world-
class,” Josh continues. “Working with the Board of 
Advisors, we have an opportunity to take care of 
those who take care of us.” 
 
The BOA comprises 124 members, including a 
new class of 19 members named in September 
to three-year terms. Its ranks include many of 
the most devoted and engaged supporters from 
throughout NWH’s neighboring communities. 

Together, they serve as knowledgeable and loyal 
ambassadors and advocates for the hospital, 
helping to advance key initiatives and priorities. 
Members also serve as a source of advice and 
counsel to the NWH Board of Trustees and the 
Senior Leadership Team. Weaving their work 
into the hospital’s wider community mission, 

(continued)



In every organization, she believes all board 
members “want to feel they’re making a 
difference.” She and Josh share a clear sense of 
the even greater potential for members to have a 
powerful individual and collective impact. 
 
They view their own roles in part as helping all 
board members readily see their impact. Looking 
ahead, they see member engagement as a top 
priority. They also both envision having members 
actively engage others in their own networks 
to support the hospital. “The multiplier effect is 
exponential,” Josh adds.

 
Poised to lead

In all facets of their role, the cochairs believe that 
BOA members are poised to lead by example, 
including in the hospital’s philanthropic support. 
 
At the September meeting of the BOA—their first 
as cochairs—Emily and Josh surprised everyone 
on the call with their own personal fundraising 
challenge. With the annual giving year closing 
soon, Emily pledged to donate an additional $100 
for any Pillar Society gift to the NWH Fund, and 
Josh enthusiastically joined her, doubling the 
incentive match for members.  
 
They both see exciting opportunities ahead, for 
the board and for the hospital. And they know 
how fortunate they are to have Lauren Lele, MPA, 
CAVS, Director, Community Benefits and Volunteer 
Services, as the board’s liaison and a partner in 
their work.  
 
As they reflect on the possibilities, their personal 
gratitude and community-mindedness ground 
them. 
 
At their first meeting, they began the agenda with 
a moving note from a grateful patient, read aloud 
by Jane Hayward, Patient Experience Program 
Manager. It was a perfect reminder, says Josh, of 
“why we do what we do.”

many serve as well on the eight councils of the 
Community Collaborative.

 
Wealth of experience 
 
As cochairs, Emily and Josh deeply value the 
diverse and impressive talents and experience that 
each member brings. They also bring their own 
equally impressive backgrounds to the task. 
 
In her role at Robert Half Executive Search, Emily 
helps clients build strong leadership teams that 
give them a sustainable competitive advantage 
within their industries. A former nonprofit CEO, 
she is deeply involved with many nonprofit and 
professional organizations, serving as a member 
of the Women’s Network Advisory Board of the 
Greater Boston Chamber of Commerce, Mass 
General Brigham Corporate Board, and the Boston 
Police Activities League. 
 
Josh’s work in real estate development includes 
extensive experience in investing in bringing 
healthcare facilities closer to the community. 
Leading Waterstone’s Healthcare Initiatives, he’s 
fascinated by both the clinical and experiential 
aspects of projects with healthcare systems, 
community hospitals, and physician-owned 
practices. He is actively involved in several groups 
locally and globally, including the International 
Council of Shopping Centers, NH ICSC Next 
Generation Committee, Young President’s 
Organization (YPO), Boston College TREK, and the 
Dakshana Foundation of India.

 
Making a difference 
 
Years ago, when a friend on the Board of Advisors 
first suggested to Emily that she get involved 
at Newton-Wellesley, “it was an easy sell,” she 
remembers. In serving on both the BOA and NWH’s 
Trustee Development Committee, she enjoys 
working with “so many great people all focused on 
the same mission.” 

Board of Advisors
(continued)



Where everyone 
knows your name
Cancer survivor champions 12th annual 
Hope Walks

Michael Clayton, a patient of the Mass General 
Cancer Center at Newton-Wellesley, graciously 
shared his story—excerpted below—in a community 
video celebrating the 12th annual Hope Walks this 
year. 
 
In May of 2018, shortly after celebrating my 
25th wedding anniversary, I was diagnosed with 
esophageal cancer after an endoscopy with Dr. 
Laurence Bailen at Newton-Wellesley. Needless to 
say, this came as a surprise and shock to everyone 
in my life, especially my wife, Alison, and my three 
daughters, Lauren, Emily, and Lexi.   
 
Soon after my diagnosis, Alison and I met with 
several teams to discuss treatments and options. 
Together with Dr. Lawrence Blaszkowsky, Dr. 
Theodore Hong, and Dr. Henning Gaissart, we 
came up with a personalized plan. The best 
doctors in the world would be treating me at my 
local hospital, just seven minutes from my home, 
in a center that was warm and welcoming.   
 
I immediately started on a five-and-a-half-
week regimen of daily radiation and weekly 
chemotherapy. While it wasn’t fun, the folks at the 
Cancer Center made the place feel comfortable 
and safe and all took great care of me.   

As of this past September 15, I am now cancer free 
for 3 years! I have built up my strength to a level 
unthinkable at the time, and I thank the whole team 
at the Mass General Cancer Center at Newton-
Wellesley for getting me here today. 
 
This year was my third year walking for Hope 
Walks, and my family, friends and our dog, Duke, all 
joined me. I walk to ensure the Cancer Center can 
continue to help all those who follow me through 
this tough time. I walk to let people know there are 
options out there and the center is at the forefront 
of technology, treatments, and some very special 
care. They do this at our local hospital, where 
you get world-class doctors and care at a friendly 
location…where everyone knows your name.

Michael Clayton again rallied his family and friends to 
team up for Hope Walks—and earned the honor of top 
individual fundraiser!

Walkers raise more than $100,000 for cancer care
On Sunday, October 24, hundreds of patients, families, colleagues, cancer survivors and 
community members came together virtually to raise more than $100,000 to help give cancer 
patients access to life-saving treatments and highly individualized, compassionate care close to 
their homes. Funds raised through this year’s event will help NWH expand vital care by securing 
a second linear accelerator (LINAC)—the critical piece of equipment for providing radiation 
therapy to cancer patients. The event will also help support the replacement of the existing 
machine, which was installed in 2009. For more on the what the LINAC project means, view 
remarks by Dr. Blaszkowsky and Dr. Joanna Tansky in this year’s Hope Walks celebration video.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ao2xRVVPf8Q&t=17s


The joy of philanthropy
Planned gift speaks to deep belief in hospital’s mission

To Kathy Stone Kaufmann, every charitable gift 
speaks to her connection with and commitment to 
the mission of an organization. 
 
As a steadfast believer in Newton-Wellesley’s 
mission, she has contributed not only financially 
but has also given her time and wisdom as a 
hospital board member. “Volunteering,” she says, 
“serves as an important way for me to get involved 
with the organizations in which I believe.” 
 

Kathy Kaufmann has 
called Wellesley home 
for five decades—
and has always 
appreciated having 
exceptional care 
only minutes away at 
Newton-Wellesley.

“I wanted to include 
Newton-Wellesley 
in my estate plans 
as an expression 
of my gratitude for 
this exceptional 
community asset.”

– Kathy Stone Kaufmann

A retired psychotherapist, Kathy lives out her 
passion for the community’s well-being. She 
feels strongly about NWH and values its clinical 
excellence, compassionate care, and community 
focus. For her and her late husband, John, having 
such an exceptional hospital nearby “made a huge 
difference to us.” The two were married for 50 
years, and Kathy continues to live in their Wellesley 
home, which they bought five decades ago. 
 
When it came to creating her estate plans, Kathy 
explains, “I wanted to include Newton-Wellesley as 
an expression of my gratitude for this exceptional 
community asset.”  
 
She’s thrilled to know that her gift will have a 
lasting impact. For her, philanthropy is a joy, a 
heartfelt lesson taught by her father. She hopes 
others will join her in supporting NWH by making a 
legacy gift. 
 
For more gift stories, visit giftplanning.nwh.org.

http://giftplanning.nwh.org


Introducing the 1881 Pillar Society

A photograph of the original Newton Cottage Hospital, top right, and an early illustration of the expanding NWH campus 
highlight our presence as a community institution for generations of patients and families. 

1881 was the start of our 
hospital and now $1,881 is 
the start to a new tradition 
of giving.

You’re invited to be part of a new 
tradition in leadership giving. With 
the launch of this heightened level of 
recognition, we’re deepening our roots 
and raising our sights. 
 
With a gift of $1,881 or above to the 
NWH Fund or another unrestricted 
area, you’ll become a founding member 
of The 1881 Pillar Society, honoring 
the year of Newton-Wellesley’s 
founding and celebrating our enduring 
commitment to being your community 
hospital. 
 
The society is truly an invitation to be 
pillars of the community. In stepping up 
as leaders in annual giving, donors will 
help us continue to build on a tradition 
of providing patients and families with 
the highest quality, most innovative and 
compassionate care close to home. 
 
To learn more or make your gift, visit  
nwh.org/giving.

http://nwh.org/giving

